Why should you be interested in this committee?

The MTAC has subworking groups for niche areas including controls related to composites, pumps and valves, and biological items and equipment. These committees provide information to DOC representatives as they respond to request for regulation changes by other agencies and by other countries in multilateral control regimes. Firsthand information on impact of regulations/controls is needed. Stay in the loop on deemed export requirements, export and technology controls.

Persons interested in MTAC membership should submit a resume and membership request letter containing the following information: area of expertise and/or research, education, past TAC participation, and how experience ties to the items covered in the MTAC, (current or held clearances are a plus and referencing them helps). Registration as a lobbyist is a disqualifier from TAC membership. Email your membership package request to:

Kimberly Orr, Designated Federal Official:, Kimberly Orr kimberly.orr@bis.doc.gov or call 202-482-4201 For questions regarding TACs in general, contact: Yvette Springer, Committee Management Official: Yvette.springer@bis.doc.gov or call 202-482-2813.